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type[5]; int number; } Services; int main(void) { Services *sc = malloc(sizeof(Services)); *sc = {'C','123','A','233','D'}; printf("%s %d %s ", sc->type, sc->number, sc); return 0; }
When I run this the output is: C 123 A233 D Instead I want it to be: C 123 A 233 D I want the data to be directly behind the struct pointer sc. Is this the correct way to do this? A: sc is
actually a pointer to Services, you want a pointer to the first element of the array, which will be sc[0] (technically, sc[0].type would be the type of the value stored at that position in
the array, but it is customary to use the name of the type itself): Services *sc = malloc(sizeof(Services)); *sc = {
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think we should judge so much who is the leader on a title as the team, and that's a very good player
at the moment. The team is playing very well at the moment and that's the main thing. If we're
winning games, like we have, we'll get criticised because you are winning with a great team and an
amazing squad. We have a good squad, the team is playing really well and we have good players. We
are ahead of everybody in the league but at the moment we are getting a lot of criticism. We have to
concentrate on playing and win games. There are a lot of teams fighting for the title and that's
normal. I think we are above the critics when you have results like we have had. "We have to be
humble and be proud of what we have achieved" You have enjoyed what has been a strong start, but
can you see the critics out there getting more vocal or can you turn that feeling into positive? I have
been a footballer since I was a little boy. I have been criticised so much and then I have been
admired a lot. I have been praised a lot. But I am always happy because I always think it's important
to be proud of what you have done. I never think about it. I have been a footballer so long and a very
good professional in my career that I don't really know if it is the right moment to think about the
critics or be proud of what you 6d1f23a050
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